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Education loans simplified: Focus on the next chapter 

of your career rather than deal with the banks 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In 2013, when I started my MBA at 

IESE, I saw several friends, with great 

professional profiles, struggle to 

arrange their funding. With my credit 

strategy background, I decided to 

attack the problem of access to 

financing. GyanDhan was born in 

2015 to address this very problem. 

We are India’s 1st education loan 

marketplace. Our proprietary 

employability prediction algorithm is 

used by multiple lenders to evaluate 

education loan applications. Working 

with all leading lenders in India, we 

provide economically optimal 

education loans to Indian students 

targeting higher education abroad. 

It will be a pleasure to help 

prospective students realize their 

dream of attending my alma mater.  

 

Ankit Mehra 

MBA Class of 2015 

Co-founder & CEO, GyanDhan 

Up to 100% cost of 

attendance. Collateral 

required for amount > ₹ 45 

lakh 

Interest rate ranges between 

9.5% and 13% in INR 

Compare INR vs EUR rates 

No / low repayments until 6 

months following graduation 

7-15 years repayment period 

7 working days for a loan 

without collateral; 15 if a 

collateral is involved 

Repay as early as you like – 

no penalties whatsoever 
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Loan application process 
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Instant pre-approval Doc submission Lender approval 

We automatically match 

your profile against our 

partner lenders’ criteria 

and determine the best 

education loan for you 

We define a customized 

list of docs that the 

lender will want. In most 

cases, you can submit the 

documents from the 

comfort of your home! 

We then regularly follow-

up with the lender to 

quickly process your loan 

application. We keep you 

updated via regular 

notifications 

Ready to start? Apply today 

2,000 education loan 

approvals effected in just 

3 years 

₹ 350 crores approved Several awards, including 

best FinTech at Global 

Entrepreneurship 

Summit 2017 
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